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CLUB NIGHT IS NOW EVERY THURSDAY
******

at

******

UXBRIDGE CRICKET CLUB
Gatting Way, Park Road, Uxbridge, UB8 1NR
(off the A40, South from Swakeleys Roundabout
and then left at the 2nd set of lights)
Map Reference: 176/063849

HOT FOOD SERVED UNTIL 10.00 PM

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
22nd
January

Rally

All
Day

26th
January

Club Night 20:30 PAUL BROWN‘S CRYPTIC QUIZ - Yes, come and
join your quiz master and try and work out what on
earth he‘s going on about!

TRS BRANDS HATCH STAGES—The second running of this event that uses all the Indy Circuit, the
paddock and even the Rally School track! You
may even see a certain 205 being pedalled round
by the Ed….
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2nd
February

Club Night 20.30 NATTER AND NOGGIN—as we have the Annual
Awards on Saturday, we’ll move the partners
evening on a couple of days...

4th
February

Awards
Evening

9th
February

Club Night 20.30 PRE VALENTINE NATTER—Come down and talk
to Andy about this weekends Valentine Scatter
and he may even give you some hints and tips...

11th
February

Scatter

16th
February

Club Night 20.30 RED CROSS NIGHT SIGNUP—We’re aiming to
run a Red Cross night in early April, so if you
are interested in what they will talk about, or
want to sign up whatever, come down

23rd
February

Club Night 20.30 NATTER AND NOGGIN

1st
March

Partner‘s
20:30 PARTNERS EVENING — What will it be tonight?
Club Night
Check out the website and see...

8th
March

Club Night 20.30 NATTER AND NOGGIN

15th
March

Club Night 20.30 PRE BREAKFAST AUTOSOLO/AUTOTEST—
Come down and have a chat with Peter Cox or
the Ed about this weekend’s Breakfast

18th
March

AutoSolo/
Autotest

18.30 ANNUAL DINNER DANCE & AWARDS
on
PRESENTATION—Our premier evening of the
year, being held at Mr Poons Chinese Restaurant in Chalfont St. Giles—see later on in the
mage for full details, but be there or be square!

20.00 VALENTINE NIGHT TRIAL ATTER—This is alon
ways a fantastic event, so make sure you enter.
Check on the website for details and regs

Early BREAKFAST AUTOSOLO/AUTOTEST—OK, so
we don’t have a confirmed venue yet, but we’ll
do our best to make sure this runs! Details from
Peter or the Ed

What do you Want ?
Don‘t forget, this is your Club so if
you have any particular activity you
would like included on a Club Night,

or a visit somewhere, please let one
of the Event Co-ordinators know—
see the back of the mag for details.

Editor: Chris Keys Published by MCAC Ltd. St. Joseph’s, Heronsgate, Rickmansworth, Herts. WD3 5DF

MIDDLESEX COUNTY AUTOMOBILE CLUB Ltd. is a member of ACSMC, AEMC & WAMC
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JANUARY 2012
Northallerton AC

W H A T „ S

1st
12/15th
20/22nd AC de Monaco
22nd
Chelmsford MC
22nd
Darlington & DMC
FEBRUARY
3/4th
4TH
MIDDLESEX COUNTY AC
10/12th
11th
MIDDLESEX COUNTY AC
18/19th Chelmsford MC
19th
24/25th Southern CC
24/26th
MARCH
3rd
4th
9/11th
18th
18th
Borough 19 MC
18th
Dukeries MC
18th
MIDDX CAC/Harrow CC
23/24th
25th
25th
Hants & Berks MC
30/1st
31st
HRDC
APRIL
1st
1st
Trackrod MC
1st
Sevenoaks DMC
6/8th
9th
HRDC
15th
22nd
22nd
Chelmsford MC
22nd
22nd
Green Belt MC/Harrow CC
27/28th
27/29th
29th
MAY
5/6th
360 Racing Club
13th
MIDDX CAC/Green Belt MC
13th
13th
20th
North Humberside MC
25/27th?
26/27th Sevenoaks DMC
27th
27th
AC de Monaco

O N ?

Specsavers Christmas Stages Rally, Croft
Autosport International Show
Monte Carlo Rally
TRS Brands Hatch Stages
Jack Frost Stages Rally

(B)
(-)
(I) WRC
(B)
(B)

Legend Fires Northwest Stages, Blackpool
(B)
ANNUAL DINNER DANCE & AWARDS PRESENTATION
Swedish Rally
(I) WRC
VALENTINE SCATTER
(C) MIDDX
Britvic Endurance Rally
(B)
Riponian Stages
(B) EMAMC/HRCR(N)
Rallye Sunseeker
(I) BRC
Race Retro, Stoneleigh
(-)
Malcolm Wilson Rally
Mid Wales Stages
Rally Mexico
Australian GP
Sprint, North Weald
Flying Fortress Stages
BRAKEFAST AUTOTESTS & AUTOSOLO
Bulldog Rally
Malaysian GP
Pairs Scatter
Rally Portugal
Press Day, Silverstone Porsche Experience

(B)
(A)
(I)
(I)
(B)
(B)
(B/C)
(I/A)
(I)
(E)
(I)
(B)

HRCR(N)
BHRC
WRC
WC

MIDDX
BRC/BHRC
WC
WRC
HRDC

Brands Hatch Indy Circuit
Lookout Stages, Melbourne
North Weald Sprint
Circuit of Ireland Rally
Castle Combe Race Day
Chinese GP
Bahrain GP
Honington Stages
Twyford Stages
TAMS Packaging North Weald Sprint
Pirelli Rally
Rally Argentina
Thruxton

(I)
(B)
(B)
(I)
(B)
(I)
(I)
(B)
(B)
(B)
(A)
(I)
(I)

BTCC

Snetterton 300
MIDDLEWICK STAGES, WOODBRIDGE
Spanish GP
Tour of Hamsterley
John Overend Memorial Stages, Melbourne
Acropolis Rally
Crystal Palace Sprint
ORC Canal Rally
Monaco GP

(B)
(B)
(I)
(B)
(B)
(I)
(B)
(I)
(I)

HRDC
AEMC/MIDDX
WC
EMAMC/HRCR(N)

IRC
HRDC
WC
WC
EMAMC
BRC/BHRC/HRCR(N)
WRC
BTCC

WRC
FIRC
WC
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Ed‟s Bit….
First off Happy New Year to all our
members, family and friends! Looking
back on 2011 it was a bit of a mixed
bag for the club. We had the return of
many former council members to help
run the club, and events like the Ace
Café and the Simply Sideways AutoSolo show that we can and have
made a difference. At the same time
both of our regular scatters were cancelled due to a lack of interest, the
Photo-Gen-IC nearly didn't take place
and we lost money on Rockingham.
The club is here, and fundamentally
only exists, to promote motorsport of
every variety—so come on, help out
on events where you can, enter our
events when you can (and nothing is
cheaper than a scatter!) and come
down on club nights when you can.
WE are the club, so make 2012 the
year you make sure you‘re part of it!

how motorsport is for—virtually I‘m
sure—all of us.
I had very much a low season in
2011 compared to the highs at the
end of 2010—Rockingham and
Longmoor were probably my two
best drives ever, yet I didn't finish (or
indeed start in one case!) an event
all year in the 205. If you have an ‗off‘
and damage the car when going
balls out, you‘re annoyed but accept
that that‘s how it goes sometimes,
but when you spend hours trying to
find a problem that refuses to manifest itself, it really is soul destroying.
Have I resolved my ever-worseningas-I-go-through-the-day misfire?
Come to Brands on 22d Jan and see
for yourself, but if I haven‘t you‘ll
probably be able to hear the swearing in most of South East England!

We‘re also struggling to secure a
venue for the Brakefast in March—
our usual stretch of runway at Bovingdon is not available, and whilst we
are investigating other stretches of
concrete at the old airfield, nothing is
confirmed. Keep an eye on the website andBrian‘s MCAC Net emails for
updates as we‘re determined to run
this popular event.

Finally, as you can see, we have a
bumper Awards edition this month,
which is full of articles. Amazing coincidence? Maybe, but as ever, I need
your articles to make a mag so put
pen to paper (or rather finger to keyboard) and let us know what you
have been/will be up to!

There is a great article from Ross
Daniels in this edition of the mag, and
I‘m really glad he did finally send it
through to me, as it perfectly sums up

Contributions and/or pictures for inclusion in future issues of the magazine
should be submitted to Chris Keys at
chrisk@mcac.co.uk The closing date
for the next is 29th February

Chris
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C h a i r m a n „ s
Despite being well down on entries, the
Rockingham Stages went off well in
December and it was good to see several members helping out over the
weekend. It was just a shame that we
had fewer entries than normal, with the
result that the two organising Clubs
made a loss on the event.
Then, on the following Thursday, John
Gibson had arranged the Christmas
Buffet at the Club and there was a
good turnout for the evening with 37
members and friends attending to enjoy the buffet.
John, with Guy Anderson, is also organising the Annual Dinner and
Awards Presentation, which this year
will be at Mr Poon's in Chalfont St
Giles. Our usual date at the end of
January coincides with the Chinese
New Year, so the dinner will, therefore,
be the following weekend, on Saturday
4th February.

C h a t

John already has several names
down for the night but, if you have
not yet booked your ticket, please
contact John as soon as possible to
book your place, especially if you
are one of the award winners.
It looks like interest in Night Trials/
Scatters has waned and there will
not be a Valentine this year, so the
next competitive event to look forward to is the Brakefast Autotest
and AutoSolo, which should be on
the 18th March - as long as Peter
Cox can find a suitable venue because the usual areas of Bovingdon
Airfield are not available. I am sure
he will be successful and further
details will be available on the website, together with the Regulations,
nearer the date.
Happy and safe motoring.
Tony

Wanted
John Gibson has asked me to see if anyone has a Peltor (or compatible)
intercom unit for sale. It obviously needs to be in working order, but any make
or model would be appreciated.
Contact John on 07831 756095—he‘s waiting for your call!
Any other ‘wants’ or items for sale? Just send me an email with the
details and I’ll publish them in the next mag—Ed.
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DON‟T FORGET YOUR TICKETS FOR THE
ANNUAL AWARDS DINNER!
This years event is being held at:Mr Poons Chinese Restaurant
361 London Road, Chalfont St. Giles, HP8 4NJ
On Saturday 4th February
Tickets are only £25 per person, so if you wish to come
and have not yet booked, please contact John Gibson
as soon as possible on 07831 756095
The following article was discovered by Pat Anderson in a rather old book –
apologies, I have no more detail than that, but I’ll find out for the next mag!

A Grand Day Out
Middlesex Gymkhana, 17 July 1926

In its round-up of club news, The Autocar carried a report of the Middlesex
County pride of place going to the Blindfold Driving Competition in which, as
the title implies, entrants had to drive blindfold to a certain point in the fastest
possible time and without assistance from passengers Happily this contest
did not take place on public roads, but anyway if a car appeared to be following a dangerous course – such as towards the beer tent – a bell was helpfully
run as a warning.
The star performer was one R.C. Sharpe who notched a notable double. He
won the Letter Box race, where a lady passenger had to post a card in each
of four boxes without alighting, and followed it up with victory in the Lightning
Artist race, where his passenger had to name correctly the animal drawn in a
blackboard to which the car had first been driven. Well, it was more entertaining that the French Grand Prix. (let alone Valencia these days….. Ed)
Other events included the Steady Hand race, which required a passenger to
fill a tumbler with water and carry it in the car to the end of the course without
spilling the contents, and the Potato Putting event. Alas, there was no description of the rules for this last-named competition, but the imagination can
fill in the blank spaces.
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This article was written two years ago, and I debated sending it for so long, it
became out of date. But finding my scribblings again reminded me of the
lows and highs of that time….

Motorsport is Fun? A Torturous 14 Months
I am in a very lucky position to be
able to compete in Motorsport, when
people find out I go rallying lots of
them say ―I would love to do that‖ or
―that must be great fun‖ these remarks confirm just how fortunate I am
to compete.

a DNF.

Cearwent was next up a treacherous
place for the unwary. I had only been
there once some 12 years earlier and
had somehow survived. Though confidence slightly dented. So we went
there better prepared and with a more
All the build up to an event saps your conservative attitude. I could not stop
spare time going through the list of
my fascination with the kerbs. Driver
jobs on the car, van, trailer and there error (Aah) caused another DNF. We
is going to work, seeing your family
decided we must come back. We left
and sleeping. It's all worth it because with good vibes and things are OK.
of the buzz when you are in the
event, but are things as they seem.
When Richard Burns rally was announced we had our entry in ASAP
Mira 2008. Nice bright sunny mornand with the second attempt at Caering, heavy rain midday to liven up the went soon after. Myself and Paul
stages, then sun again, brilliant fast
Mankin (Navigator) were upbeat
event yes things are OK.
about the next couple of weeks. For
the first ten miles or so at RAF MarThen off to Rally Midlands testing few ham we were going great then a
stage miles Friday evening with
funny tapping noise over the intermixed conditions. Then onto Saturcom, or was that engine rattle? A
day, still changeable conditions and
couple more straights and that noise
some great stages. First time through again. The buoyant mood of a few
the water splash it was virtually empty minutes ago disappeared as we realand we were far too cautious, the
ized that the end of a two day event
second time through it a few hours
had come to us on the first stage.
later it was half full of water but we
Our third DNF, we stayed for the rest
virtually flat in 3rd. I thought we had
of the day and night as planned we
got away with only a temporary mishad a good evening so things are still
fire but succumbed to our injuries be- OK.
fore the last stage. Slight disappointment but the stages we had done
Woodbridge, a cracking venue, and
were great and yes Rallying is fun but we had another engine and remap as
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an ECU fault had wrecked the engine
at Marham. Paul, myself and the car
were a great team through the first
three stages, this is why we do it!
Halfway round the fourth stage the
turbo blows. For the next hour we
were both devastated but picked ourselves up knowing that the replacement engine had put us more on the
pace of the front cars. 4 DNF's in a
row, hard to swallow but things are
still OK.

The Middlesex Magazine
the Middlewick Stages we felt sure
that so long as there were no driver
errors we would finish the event. Half
way round the third stage the front
diff. cries enough no warning just
gave up. DNF no. 6.

The thing is a clubman spec Impreza
is not the most reliable rally car perhaps more so on tarmac but having
developed it over the last few years
on a restricted budget it has become
such a joy to drive. I must carry on
Family commitments the same week- with it. We went back to Cearwent
end as Rockingham made Sculthorpe with my mind sort of on giving up, and
our last outing of 2008. The first cou- apart from the brilliant pub meal the
ple of stages were really slippery,
night before the event, it was rubbish
which for us was brilliant in these
for us. The engine failure sent us
conditions the Impreza becomes
back up the M4 early DNF no. 7.
quite oversteery and with some
space to play at Sculthorpe and an
The trouble was we had an entry in
engine that no longer bogged down it for Sculthorpe the next Sunday. I
was fun. Couple of miles to the end
should imagine that I now have the
of stage four approaching a 90 left,
same feelings as a punch drunk
quick dab on the brakes dropped
boxer or a desperately addicted gamdown to third the gearstick self sebler, I should give up but the buzz is
lects fifth gear as we coasted along
too infections. With my brain very
no amount of persuasion would remuch like that of the loosing boxer or
lease it. We limped back to service
gambler, convinced my luck has got
DNF no 5!.
to change. So after a few days of
early mornings and late nights the
With a broken main selector rod reengine was running again on a selecplaced in the gearbox it worked fine
tion of second hand parts that were in
again but my enthusiasm had waned and around the workshop. New head
in the last couple of months so the
gaskets was the only purchase. Paul
bodywork freshen up over December my navigator had said ok to this crazy
and January was canned. There
idea knowing it could all go very
were a couple of mechanical jobs that wrong on the first flat out section.
were more pressing, the car was
checked and double checked for any- Sculthorpe was once again brilliant,
thing that might hinder us in 2009
stage 7 out of 8, 2 miles to go we
upon arriving at Woodbridge again for picked up a puncture, with the finish

Number: 300
boards in sight a piece of tyre caught
the wiring loom and tore it out, stopping us in our tracks. We only wanted
to finish to have stopped and
changed the tyre straight away now
seemed like a very good idea but
when you are strapped in behind the
steering wheel you sometimes do not
make the right choices DNF no.8.
We were 5th O/A.
On the very quite journey home Paul
cheerfully remarked on how strong
the cobbled together engine, felt and
that if the wiring was repairable how
about a trip to Longcross as it was
only just down the road. It never
crossed my mind that Paul was taking
the same blows as me and was just
as plugged. We should have stayedon the canvas and spat out out gum
shields there and then.
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changing wheels, sorting tyre pressures, levels etc and if I'm up against
it preparing the car she will come to
the workshop and help, she was after
all repairing her own cars before she
met me. But it was the conversation
we had over a few beers in the pub
one night that decided what I should
do with the Impreza. In the height of
the credit crunch use the credit card
to pay for a proper group A engine,
latest type turbo and engine management all from a reputable source so to
keep its value.

So with the back of the credit card
now broken we entered the Richard
Burns Rally at RAF Marham. Seeded
35 seemed a little bit harsh but without a finish in over a year probably
fair. We only did one stage last year
but even that told us it might have
become a bit repetitive come Sunday.
Ten miles of Longcross and we were But this year the stage layouts were
putting the car back on the trailer.
brilliant with a few 'how fast dare you
DNF no. 9. As much as I love driving go' corners'. We survived the first
this car I felt it was the last time I
day the most miles we had done withwould do so. The car was locked
out a major breakdown for quite
away so I could not see it everyday
sometime. Disappointed there was
and for the first time in what seemed no reseeding overnight as we were
like forever I was not consumed by it. 10th overall, but it gave us more deterThe value of the car not being the
mination to catch and pass the cars in
tidiest example ever seen was ques- front again. Despite brake issues we
tionable, I love driving it, did not mind finished and the celebrations going
repairing it, but painting and polishing past the red boards you would have
have never been my thing, so work
thought we would have won the event
would have to be done to sell it for
outright. 6th overall, 4th in class and
any proper amount of money.
with the top three spots going to the
same class as us we had now won
My partner Chris is brilliant, she
our class a very big cherry on a woncomes along to all the events and for derful weekend cake.
the most part is our service crew,
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Next up Debden a favorite place from
years gone by. After looking out of
every piece of glass during our many
spins the last two stages we got to
grips with it all and managed to grasp
6th overall again, 2nd in class. Woodbridge then followed first time using
the anti-lag and for the third event in
a row we were thoroughly enjoying
ourselves with the dip in fortune now
behind us we were getting in some
proper fun. 5th overall, 1st in class.
We headed to Sculthorpe which
would once again be our last outing
of the year. Our fortune carried on,
we had many comments from the
marshals at the stage finish about 'did
we ever stop smiling'. After our run of
bad luck and now going really well
'NO' would have to be the answer.
With Rob Lowe and Ray Brammer in
different time zones we were striving
to be the best of the rest. When Ray
Brammer and then Tony Hewitt went
out second place became a possibility as it turned out that is where we
finished. And the roars of celebration
in the car at the Richard Burns rally

were drowned out at the finish of this
event.
For the 20 years on and off I have
been rallying that 14 months of not
finishing tested me as to whether to
continue but those last 4 events are
what it's all about not just the prizes
but the opportunity to drive as fast as
you dare and occasionally in control
and not get nicked for it.
YES Motorsport is fun and YES I am
lucky to do it.
In the two years that have passed our
results have been varied and still the
occasional DNF. But I must say it is
still tremendous fun and that run of
non finishes makes us keep a keen
eye on enjoyment at all costs. Finishing lower than one would like is frustrating, but if you have had a great
time with a few moments of confidence over ability, then you are still in
the privileged position of being able to
compete.
Ross Daniels

The “Krash Autoshow” Autosolo
This year I‘ve been doing a number of
Autosolo‘s in my 205GTi. These
events have mainly been ―Down
South‖, but we were recently invited
to one at the ―Krash Autoshow‖ in
Gateshead.
Autosolo‘s are a mixture of
Autotesting and sprinting, aimed at
roadcars. The courses are all for-

wards, normally faster, longer and
simpler than an autotest. However,
they are slower than a sprint, and the
course is still defined by cones (That
are numbered).
Arriving at the venue, it became clear
this was going to be a slightly different autosolo

Number: 300
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1 - There were going to be members
of the public.
2 - There were other events going on
– so we‘d do a test, wait for other
events, then do the next test. We
were originally planned to have 4 layouts with 3 attempts at each (Best 2
of 3 to count), but the tight schedule
meant this was reduced to 3 layouts.
3 - There were some ―Specials‖ doing
the event – eligible for class honours,
but not overall.

competitors knew each other – they
were a bit surprised to see me in 3rd
overall. I was trailing a Mini and an
MG Midget historic rallycar, but leading my class from a Fiat Punto that I
thought was being driven very well.

Walking around the first test highlighted a couple of tighter sections to
the course. Whilst a handbrake isn‘t
required for these events, the quicker
line was to use it. So onto the first
course.

Second test – and I thought I had a
good first run. I was amazed when on
the second attempt I was 6 seconds
quicker. This proved to be the fastest
time of anyone on that test, bringing
me closer to the two leaders. 3 seconds now covered us!

First test, First attempt - 2nd cone –
forgot the handbrake wasn‘t a fly-off.
Lost a few seconds... Then, approaching one cone on the preferred
line, I went over a patch of mud hiding a big step onto concrete. Fortunately I hit it head-on, so no damage
done – just a big thud. Others weren‘t so lucky – 2 punctured.

Unfortunately each test was taking
too long to complete, so it was
agreed we‘d have 2 attempts at the
remaining tests, both times to count. I
normally don‘t like this, too easy to
make a mistake!

So the final test. This was the longest
of all the tests and used a new part of
the site. Unfortunately gravel had
been strewn on this part of the site
and the two leaders were in the group
after me. This gave them an advantage as we would sweep the course.

Entry into one of these gates of cones
was treacherous and I was going
Second attempt at the test – ―3‖straight on, not where I should be
―2‖ (Handbrake off) – ―1‖ (Revs ) –
heading. I just had to pull the hand―Go‖ – Nothing… (I‘d forgot to put it
brake and hope for the best. Just
into gear!) Doh!
missed the cone, but this upset the
Third attempt – Good clean run, set- line into the next section. The second
ting a time 4 seconds quicker than my attempt was very similar, so all I could
initial one.
do was watch & wait.
It‘s always nice when the first results First of all was the leader – he had a
are put up and people start asking
good clean run until the very last
who someone is! Most of the other
cone when he spun.

The Middlesex Magazine
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There was a chance. Second was the ……
19th – Steven Beatty (Class A)
Midget – he had a 1 second lead on
+234 seconds
me. On his first run he spun at the
flying finish – fortunately for him, after
Very pleased to get 2nd overall and 1st
the timing line.
in class by almost a minute. Another
Final result: (Difference from winner) trophy to polish!
1st - Archie Simmonds (MG Midget –
class C)
Very enjoyable day out, £10 entry fee
2nd – Rob Brook (205GTi –Class B) plus a bit of fuel for the event, oh and
+8 seconds
a few beers afterwards! Oh, and it
3rd – Tom Hall (Mini Autocross car – brought motorsport to the general
Class D)
+ 10 seconds
public – which I think we need to do a
4th – Tony Crisp (Autotest Special – lot more of!
Class D)
+ 22 seconds
5th – Jimmy Knox (Fiat Punto – Class Rob Brook
B)
+ 66 seconds

Chief Marshal‟s Corner
Marshals registration for Brands
Hatch Stages has already closed, so
you‘ll just have to pay to watch!
The Association of Central Southern
Motor Clubs have invited the club to
attend a very special 'Safety at
Events' briefing at Brooklands Museum on the morning of Sunday 5th
February. The event will include discussions and presentations on Event
Safety, Personal Safety, Incident
Handling and the Role of the Safety
Officer together with a few practical
demonstrations.
The event has been specifically developed to coincide with the various
2011 Association Championship
Awards Ceremony taking place at the
same venue that afternoon. Entry to
the Museum is part of the deal so you
can also enjoy a visit to the

'Birthpalce of British Motorsport and
Aviation' as well as a chance to visit
the Concorde Exhibition. See the advert in the magazine for full details.
24th/25th February sees this year's
running of the Sunseeker Rally where
we normally run the start of the longest stages of the event on the Ringwood North Forest. Paul Hopkinson
will be leading the team, so if you
want to come and enjoy the countryside and see some of the stars of the
forest scene, contact Paul on
paulh@mcac.co.uk.
Motorsport at the Palace returns on
26th/ 27th May - contact chief marshal Chris Scudder at
chris.scudder@virgin.net
Darren
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PRESS RELEASE
CORBEAU SEATS UK ASEMC Stage Rally
Championship sponsor breaks cover with awards by
Fairfield Motorsport
Titled The ―Corbeau Seats UK‖ ASEMC Stage Rally
Championship in association with ―Fairfield Motorsport‖

―Corbeau Seats UK‖ are to sponsor in association with ―Fairfield Motorsport‖
the New 2012 ASEMC Sealed Surface Rally Championship.
Mr Vic Lee MD of ―Corbeau Seats UK‖ said ―I wish the ASEMC every success with this new and exciting venture‖.
Mr John Morgan MD of ―Fairfield Motorsport‖ said ―It‘s a pleasure to help
competitors to experience closed road rallying with an event in Belguim‖.
The Championship will be open to two wheeled cars only and include classes
for Historic Cars /modified the Championship will include 10 rounds with 7 to
count.
The Championship will be able to offer registered contenders a prize fund of
£2000 including special deals on both products and ferry travel deals. The
Championship will be offered to Motorclubs running events in the South East
of England.
Full details to submit events and regulations are available for this new South
Eastern Stage Rally Championship from series co-ordinator Derek Webb who
can be contacted on 01797 223422 or 07818 206265 or Email
rye.racing@virgin.net.
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2011 CHAMPIONSHIP POSITIONS
Overall Driver:
ROB BROOK
Richard Edwards
Graham Samuel
Martin Mansell

(13)
(2)
(7)
(4)

88
68 @
48
46 @

Overall Navigator:
PAUL BROWN
Holly Bailey
Tony Phillips
Rob Brook
Stage Rally Co-Driver:
Paul Brown
HOLLY BAILEY
Tony Phillips
Rob Brook
Brian Benjamin
John Brook

Stage Rally Driver:
RICHARD EDWARDS
Martin Mansell
Graham Samuel
Andrew Costin-Hurley
Rob Brook
Garry Elswood

(2)
(4)
(5)
(2)
(2)
(4)

68
46
44
14
13
9

Night Trial (Scatter) Driver:
PETE FARMER
Rob Brook
Tony Phillips
John Wilson
Graham Samuel

(2)
(1)
(1)
(2)
(1)

23
12
4
4
2

Road Rally Driver:
No Claims Received!
Off-Road Driver:
Rob Brook
PAUL OLDFIELD
Tony Phillips
Graham Samuel
Clubman - Marshalling:
JASMINE BAREHAM
Paul Bareham
Darren Pike
Peter Cox
Rob Brook
John Brook
Pete Farmer
Most Active Club Member:
Jasmine Bareham
Rob Brook
Peter Cox
Tony Phillips
PAUL BAREHAM
Darren Pike
Paul Brown

(10)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(25)
(13)
(12)
(11)
(5)
(5)
(3)

63 &
21
2
2
74
34
30
26
10
10
8
25
24
16
13
13
12
10

£ only best 10 scores count
@ not eligible - only 1 category of event

(11) 139
(3) 64 @
(6) 47
(5) 43
(9) 119 &
(3) 64
(5) 44
(4) 34
(3) 29
(2) 13

Night Trial (Scatter) Navigator:
ANDY GREENLAND
(2)
Paul Brown
(2)
Tony Phillips
(1)

23
20
3

Road Rally Navigator:
PETER COX
Rob Brook

(4)
(1)

16
9

Clubman - Organizing:
TONY PHILLIPS
Peter Cox
Rob Brook

(3)
(2)
(1)

10
8
4

Clubman - Servicing:
KEVIN FOWLER
Andrew Williamson
Polly Patti
Steve Casey

(5)
(3)
(2)
(1)

16
6
4
2

Ladies:
Holly Bailey
(3) 64 &
Val Phillips
(1)
4 $
Not Awarded – No Other Claims Received
Juniors:
No Claims Received.

&
&
&
&

Most Frequent Competitor:
ROB BROOK
Paul Brown
Tony Phillips
Graham Samuel

&
&
$

17
10
8
7

not eligible - another award
not eligible - did not compete in 3 events
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C L U B C H A M P I O N S H I P
A W A R D
W I N N E R S - 2011
BELL TROPHY

Rob Brook

Champion Navigator

NAPSPEED TROPHY

Paul Brown

Middlesex Challenge
Winner

MIDDLESEX CHALLENGE
SHIELD
RUNNERS-UP

Champion Driver

Leading Off Road Driver
Leading Road Rally
Driver
Leading Stage Rally
Driver
Leading Night Trial
Driver
Leading Road Rally
Navigator
Leading Stage Rally
Co-Driver
Leading Night Trial
Navigator
Leading Clubman –
Organizing
Leading Clubman –
Marshalling
Leading Clubman –
Servicing
Leading Junior
Member
Most Active Club Member
Best Lady
Competitor

James Riley
Rob Brook

LADY CHAMPION

Holly Bailey

STEPHENS TROPHY

Paul Oldfield

ALEXANDER TROPHY

Not Awarded

KENSINGTON CUP
OAKES CUP
GAMAGE CUP
SOUTHGATE CUP
LAWSON CUP
CENTENARY TROPHY
JUBILEE CUP

Richard Edwards
Pete Farmer
Peter Cox
Holly Bailey
Andy Greenland
Tony Phillips
Jasmine Bareham

FINCHLEY CUP

Kevin Fowler

THE JUNIOR AWARD

Not Awarded

CORONATION CUP

Paul Bareham

LADIES CUP

Not Awarded

Most Frequent
Competitor

NORMAN TIPPING
MEMORIAL CUP

Best Newcomer

RIDDELL CUP

?

MIDDLESEX COUNTY CUP

?

BENGT ARMCO AWARD

?

PRESIDENTS AWARD

?

Poxon Award
Silliest Accident
Most Contribution to
the Club

Rob Brook
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Event Awards – 2011
4/5th December 2010
th

Best MCAC/ Overall
1st Class 4
2nd Class 5
3rd Class 3
3rd Class 2
28th December 2010
Best MCAC
20th March
FTD
20th March
st

Best MCAC/1 Class C
1st Class B
2nd Class A
8th May

ROCKINGHAM STAGES 2010
The Woodberry Cup
Two Awards
Two Awards
Two Awards
Two Awards
LONGMOOR LOCO STAGES
Frazer Nash Cup

14th August

4th September
Best MCAC/Winners
9/10th September
Best MCAC
5th November
Best MCAC

(4 MCAC)
Richard Edwards /
Paul Brown
(1 MCAC)

BRAKEFAST AUTOSOLO
(Clubsport)

(14 MCAC)

The Alfred Alexander Cup
An Award
An Award

Green Trophy
SIMPLY SIDEWAYS AUTOSOLO

Best MCAC/FTD
1st Class B
1st Class A
3rd Class A

Richard Edwards / Paul Brown
Richard Upton / Paul Bareham
Ross Daniels / Paul Mankin
Dave West / Keith Hounslow
Chris Keys / Graham Tuer

BRAKEFAST AUTOTESTS
(Nat B)
An Award

MIDDLEWICK STAGES
Best MCAC/
2nd Class 5

(8 MCAC)

The Woodhead Cup
An Award
An Award
An Award
FOTO JEN I C FUN RUN & BBQ
Autocar Cup
OMLOOP VAN VLAANDEREN
Dr North Cup
SOUTH OF ENGLAND
TEMPEST 2 RALLY
Church Trophy

Rob Rolston

Rob Brook
Jon Senior
Andrew Williamson
(7 MCAC)
Ross Daniels / Paul Mankin
(24 MCAC)
Martin Lush
Martin Moane
James Mansfield
Nathan Barrett
(7 MCAC)
Rob Brook / Paul Brown
(3 MCAC)
Guy Anderson / Kim Baker
(5 MCAC)
Martin Mansell /
Brian Benjamin

MCAC CHALLENGE 2011
Position
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58

Name
James
Rob
Martin
Andrew
Steve
James
John
Tony
Graham
Paul
Keith
Rob
Jon
Holly
Martin
Dave
Chris
Nathan
Chris
Andy
Kevin
Paul
Paul
Ross
Paul
Ben
Emma
Shaun
Dave
Gary
Ryan
Ashley
Nathan
Tony
Mark
Helena
Ian
Katie
Chris
Mike
Danny
Mat
Charlie
Sam
John
Val
Paul
Hazel
Paul
Martin
Alun
Lee
Chris
Graham
Philip
Richard
Paul
Chris

ROUND
Name
Riley
Brook
Lush
Williamson
Hedges
Mansfield
Gibson
Phillips
Samuel
Brown
Hounslow
Rolston
Senior
Bailey
Moane
West
Gibson
Barnett
Lacey
Greenland
Fowler
Benning
Hands
Daniels
Mankin
Dalgleish
Benning
Hollamby
Vardy
Hughes
Wallace
Stratford
Ringman
Robinson
Witherspoon
Myalll
Wilson
Williamson
Hedges
Trim
Neville
Polley
Bridgeman
Clarke
Williams
Phillips
Hopkinson
Hopkinson
Bareham
Peters
Cook
Perry
Keys
Tuer
Muscat
Upton
Hay
Dale

1
2
3
Brakefast Mddlwick Sideways
92.54
0.00
87.82
94.91
0.00
0.00
91.53
0.00
100.00
93.25
0.00
86.89
90.51
0.00
89.51
79.92
0.00
100.00
86.63
0.00
85.38
86.10
0.00
0.00
90.66
0.00
0.00
0.00
10.00
0.00
0.00
10.00
0.00
100.00
0.00
0.00
100.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
100.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
100.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
87.32
0.00
10.00
0.00
0.00
97.00
0.00
0.00
96.75
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
95.52
0.00
94.57
0.00
0.00
93.26
0.00
0.00
93.26
0.00
0.00
0.00
93.13
0.00
0.00
91.07
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
90.62
0.00
0.00
89.67
0.00
0.00
88.97
0.00
0.00
88.81
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
87.41
0.00
0.00
87.41
0.00
86.12
0.00
0.00
84.58
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
83.73
0.00
0.00
83.37
0.00
0.00
80.07
0.00
0.00
80.07
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
10.00
0.00
0.00
10.00
0.00
0.00
10.00
0.00
0.00
10.00
0.00
0.00
10.00
0.00
0.00
10.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
10.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

4
5
Foto Rock Stgs
40.13
0.00
100.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
60.51
0.00
47.77
0.00
100.00
0.00
0.00
100.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
100.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
95.54
0.00
95.54
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
90.65
0.00
90.65
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
88.13
0.00
88.13
0.00
87.83
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
76.43
0.00
60.51
0.00
40.13
0.00
40.13
0.00
0.00
10.00
0.00
10.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
10.00
0.00
10.00
0.00
10.00

Total
220.49
194.91
191.53
180.14
180.02
179.92
172.01
146.61
138.43
110.00
110.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
97.32
97.00
96.75
95.54
95.54
95.52
94.57
93.26
93.26
93.13
91.07
90.65
90.65
90.62
89.67
88.97
88.81
88.13
88.13
87.83
87.41
87.41
86.12
84.58
83.73
83.37
80.07
80.07
76.43
60.51
40.13
40.13
20.00
20.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
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Marshalling On Rally GB
Well readers, it is the end of the 2011
rally season...well it doesn‘t really
stop for those that are keen to be
honest, you can even marshal and
compete on 3 events in the break
between Christmas and New Year –
funds permitting of course!

My adventure started a week before
the event as I was lucky enough to
get an invite to watch Petter Solberg
and Chris Patterson test their DS3 at
David Higgins‘ Rally School on the
Sunday! I was escorted up to the
stage by a lovely chap on a quad bike
and then I lost track of time for a
For my contribution to our club's mag while.....! Now, I have been reliably
informed that testing is not the most
I thought I would give you a behind
interesting of activities to do on a
the scenes look at my marshalling
week at Wales Rally GB 2011 where Sunday as the car and crew went out,
came back, had some adjustments
my spanking new bright purple weldone, and the car went out again –
lies made their debut and the British
you get the picture! However, I loved
Rally Marshals Club ran 2 stages.
it! Obviously I don‘t have to do this
Our team‘s effort, fronted by our
before each event so I guess the novStage Commander Ian Evans, was
elty does wear off. It was interesting
SS20 and SS23 Monument – the
Power Stage. On behalf of our team to see the 3 Citroen Racing mechanIan, Deb and Tru Evans, Mike Gran- ics work with the Engineer and Petter
– the language barrier being the bigtham, Steven and Karen Biggs, Jon
gest hurdle. However, they all
Cordery, John Jones and myself we
would like to say a huge thank you to cracked on and set the car up for the
everyone that helped with the smooth Welsh stages. It was a stunning day
but it was freezing, so after a good
running on the day.
few hours I called it a day. Thanks to
Chris and Petter for allowing me to
I must state that the planning and
gawp like a child at their car – the
organization for this event starts alnew cars sure sound a lot better than
most as soon as the previous year's
the old generation of WRC car.
event finishes. There are the countless meetings that Ian and Mike went DAY 1 – Recce Set Up
to, training sessions for those who
For the set up team, our week started
needed them and our own recce in
on Monday morning when we picked
the summer to choose marshal points up our vans, the signs, stakes, pins,
and radio points. A lot of work goes
rope and fencing needed to set up
on behind the scenes to ensure that
the whole of the stage. We then proRally GB runs like clockwork.
ceeded to set up the stage ready for
the Reconnaissance on the Tuesday.
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As a reminder – there is a speed limit
of 80 kph - yes Mikko Hirvonen
80kph!! Our portacabin was delivered to the start line, the bales were
delivered and manhandled into position at Junction 5 to help protect
spectators and of course we checked
into our hotel!!
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and we showed him the hospitality of
our portacabin until his pick up truck
arrived. So the day was not without
its excitement.

DAY 3 – Set Up
Following the recce, we had to make
a start on the spectator areas, the
spectator access point and the start/
stop areas. This would take up the
DAY 2 – Recce Day
majority of our time as there was so
I enjoy doing recce day, the crews
are all relaxed and its a good time for much to fence off and tape off. But
we all got stuck in, oblivious to the
a bit of banter!! Now, I feel I must
rain, and just got on once the plan
mention my coat at this point. I was
very proud to be wearing a Mini WRC was established. It was great to start
Team coat at this year‘s event – actu- to see it all come together.
ally I wear it everywhere I go now
DAY 4 – the TV arrived...
including to Petter's test much to his
amusement!! With the coat you get a North One (who do the filming of the
choice of 2 numbers depending if you live Power Stage) turned up in force
on Thursday. There were 3 arctics as
support Dani and Carlos #37 or Kris
well as 2 cranes and about 8 camand Paul #52. Obviously I went for
the #52 as having gotten to know Kris eras dotted about the stage. All of
and Paul as well as their team a little these had to have power cables (one
at the Richard Burns rally, I firmly be- of which we had to bury so marshals
could park their cars safely away from
lieve that their time to shine is comrally traffic) there was miles of it by
ing. Dani Sordo was not impressed
the time everything was in place. We
at the fact I had the ―wrong number‖
had to move some of the tape and
on my coat making jokes about the
rope from between the flying finish
fact it was cheap due to the number
and the stop line to ensure a good
that was on it! I had the last laugh
Dani (!!!) as Kris won the Shakedown picture for the viewers at home. You
on the Wednesday and boy did I have can tell these guys do this for a living
to tell Dani that when I caught up with – very organised and polite team of
him at service. Recce went smoothly people that just got on with the minifor us, despite the fact that 3 or 4 cars mum of fuss. Our Junction 5 was
turned up with damage to their recce now complete with a platform and a
cars (Petter and Chris – I‘m guessing camera!! Ogier had an accident on
the first stage of the day and was alit was the notes that were wrong?!).
Armindo Araujo managed to break his ready SupeRallying so the Championship was beginning to heat up.
recce car prior to his second pass

Number: 300
This was also my birthday – thank
you to everyone for my cake, badge
and champagne – very much appreciated.
DAY 5 – More hard work
As we had concentrated on the spectator areas and the start/stop areas,
we then had to sign up the rest of the
stage. This included a lot of banging
in of stakes, stapling of signs and I
got to do some artwork to help direct
our marshals to their Junctions. We
also had to make up our marshal
packs for our 170+ marshals that
would start to turn up Saturday night.
The production line was soon in force
and we made short work of this job.
The portaloos had started to turn up
and it was all starting to shape up.
I heard that Dani Sordo had had a
pretty bad crash and he was also
SupeRallying – bad luck Dani and
Carlos. We also managed a quick
trip to service where we saw Hirvonen's broken Fiesta. By this point
we knew that Sebastien Loeb had
been crowned Champion for the 8th
time running. We saw all the service
areas but sadly no cars as they were
held up coming back to service. It
was nice to catch up with the Mini
WRC Team who were disappointed
with Dani's crash. However, I caught
up with GC the team's talented gentleman engineer and Team Principle
Dave Richards was completely confused by seeing some random
woman in purple wellies and one of
their coats!
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DAY 6 – Finishing off and getting
ready
I had one bit of bad news in the morning, Petter and Chris had a fire before
they even got to their first stage so
they were out of the rally. All that
work testing and they were gutted.
Bad luck guys.
All the random bits and pieces had to
be done today – locking of gates,
pulling up the fencing that had been
staked into the ground to prevent it
from blowing away. The burger van
for the spectators had to be parked.
The larger signs warning people that
we were operating on a live army impact area had to be put up as we didn‘t want them blowing away earlier in
the week. The cameras were being
placed, the start and stop arches
were being made and by the time we
left to get some rest our stage was
looking almost ready.
We then had chance to pick up supplies for Sunday, pack and rest for
about an hour before dinner. Then
we were off, in a convoy of about 12
vehicles. We started out climb up to
our stage which was a different route
to the norm as the roads between
Halfway, Crychan and Monument
were all now one way traffic for the
event. We did meet some random
marshals on these narrow roads who
didn‘t read their instructions and
caused a few hold ups. But soon we
were on our stop line ready for the
queue that was forming. The Rally
Stage Team sign on system worked a
treat and soon it was morning and we
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had to be ready for the day we had
been planning for so long. Some of
us managed a few hours sleep –
many of us didn‘t.
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pm sharp and the helicopters were
buzzing for about an hour beforehand. The first 10 cars came through
in reverse order with 3 minute gaps
between them. Kris Meeke and Paul
Day 7– The day we have worked for Nagle had made up so much time
The signing on of our marshals finduring the day in their Mini and as a
ished about 4 am and we headed
result were only 1.8 seconds behind
over to the Start line to organise our
3rd placed Henning Solberg. This
teams. The timing vans arrived about was clear in the car and I have never
7 am and the timing equipment was
seen anyone so pale and focused. It
set up and tested. People stated
was such a shame they dug into a rut
cooking and thank goodness the cof- but a very well deserved 4th place for
fee was on! We soon heard that Loeb the both of them - #52 all the way.
was also out of Rally GB as a spectator had managed to crash into him on Once the first 10 competitors were
a road section that was supposed to
through, the next lot came in after a
be one way. What an anti climax.
gap in order for the TV to get the all
We were missing quite a few of the
important champagne shot at the
top runners from our stage.
Stop Line – Ogier won the Power
Stage and Jari Matti Latvala won the
I was in my usual place – Arrival. For rally – huge congratulations for a fanall WRC rallies there are always a lot tastic team player. He has supported
of marshals just in case there are any Mikko and Ford all the way in 2011
problems there must be enough man and I hope that in 2012 he can show
power to create a solution. There
his talent to the full. Mads Ostberg
were 6 of us on the control and we all took 2nd place and a very happy Henhad tasks to perform so nothing could ning Solberg took 3rd. Championship
go wrong. The first car was due to us points after the final rally were:
just before 9am and we were all in
place. They came through in the run- Some changes have already been
ning order on the first run through, so afoot for 2012 – Ogier has moved to
Jari Matti Latvala started us off and
VW and will be out competing in a full
its amazing to see the relaxed people season in a Fabia S2000 car. Hirwe met a few days before so focused vonen has moved to Citroen to work
and intent on doing well. Jari Matti
with Loeb. Mini are doing the full
had a chance to win the rally and the season and we are waiting to hear
pressure was evident in the car.
who will be joining Jari Matt Latvala at
Soon they had all come through and Ford....
we had a chance for a rest and lunch.
Wales Rally GB was also a round for
The Live Power Stage began at 12.11 the Production World Rally Cham-
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pionship (PWRC). 2011 PWRC
Champion Paddon elected to develop
his Subaru and was not eligible for
points as the car was classed as a
Super 2000. Kosciuszko was flying
but an electrical fault at the end of
Day 1 meant Superally for him, however, the exit of Guerra meant the
Polish crew took 3rd overall, Semerad had a steady drive and took 2nd
place only to be excluded due to unhomologated suspension plates and
Flodin had a good run with his new co
-driver and took his second victory in
as many events. Final results after 7
rounds are:
Paddon/Kennard
Flodin/Bergtein
Kosciuszko/Szczepaniak

104 points
84 points
71 points

Wales Rally GB was also a round for
the World Rally Championship
Academy where Wales proved to be
a difficult challenge for some of the
crews. The fight was on between
Breen and Kaur. Breen took 9 stage
wins and had to wait the final 28+km
of Myherin to see if Kaur was faster.
Breen took that stage win levelling
him on points with Kaur and winning
the first Academy Championship and
500,000 euro prize as he had won
more stages than Kaur. Kaur took
2nd and Fisher took 3rd despite his
excursion into a ditch. Final results
after 6 rounds are:
Breen/Roberts
Kaur/Lepikson
Fisher/Berritt

111 points
111 points
62 points

Congratulations to Craig and Gareth
for their win, here is to seeing them
moving up the rally ladder.
Well, I am sure you are all bored of
reading about Rally GB – however
after all that excitement and with the
help of all our marshals, the stage
was stripped and the vans were
loaded with the stage furniture, the
rubbish went into the skips, the TV
people started reeling in their cables
and what took us all week to prepare
was packed away in an afternoon.
We were all exhausted and after a
well-deserved hot dinner it was an
early night for all of us. A fantastic
event with some of my dearest
friends. Here is to 2012 when Rally
GB will be in September.
A few thanks to give out – thanks to
the guys at Prodrive for my coat and
for taking the time to chat to me since
the Richard Burns. Its interesting to
hear the team side of things and I am
really pleased to see the Mini performing so well so quickly. Kris and
Paul – you are so on for the 2012
challenge guys!
Thanks to the 2 really good friends
that kept me updated with our stage
results throughout the Sunday, we
were the best informed control of the
whole rally I think!
Happy Christmas and a motor sport
packed 2012 to all.
Jaz Bareham
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